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Preston Street BIA Annual General Meeting Minutes 
  
January 15, 2019 
Sala San Marco Banquet Hall 
6:30-9:00 pm 
 
2018 Year in Review - get hard copy 
2019 Marketing Plan Highlights - get hard copy 
  
Denis Matte - suggested to change AGM date to the month of September 
Delio D’Angelo moved the motion 
Karen MacDonald seconded the motion 
It has been resolved that commencing 2019 the Annual General Meeting will take place in the 
month of September 
  
Questions and Discussions 
People not present at the meeting were requested not to be considered and to be struck from 
the ballot 
Outcome Suggestion: To re-apply for the position 
A rule did not appear to exist 
If a candidate is not present, the current membership will vote to say if they are not here (AGM) 
they cannot run. 
Delio D’Angelo suggested this rule to be set for next AGM 
If membership says yes, they can run without being here 
Angelo Filoso said there is an email that says the candidates must be here (AGM) to run. 
Angelo could not present the email at that time.  
It was asked by the members to have this in writing and voted on for the next AGM 
It has been resolved that the BIA agrees that a candidate must be present for future elections. 
Candidate Mario Giannetti is to stay on the ballot 
  
Delio D’Angelo suggested that if 3 meetings were missed in a year that board member would be 
removed without notice, however exceptions are allowed if notice if given 
Joe Crotroneo commented about expectations of membership attendance and its importance 
  
New board members asked about the constitution and what it entails  
Denis Matte explained that the current constitution is from 1995, which was signed off by Mario 
Giannetti. The province is recreating a new version of the constitution 
It is mentioned that a committee be struck from the membership to update the constitution. 
  
Posto Locale member raised concerns about the cost of social media 
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Terry Tyo answered by saying marketing costs $4,000 a month, which includes Ask the People 
on Preston videos, marketing, event marketing, monthly calendar, website updates, social 
media, Ottawa Business Journal and Kitchissippi Times advertising. 
Posto Locale member mentioned that on instagram for the Preston Street BIA and how some 
followers seemed phoney, items are getting liked only 13-14 per post - ask for a synopsis 
Also asked if we are getting a return on our social media investment 
  
Posto Locale member ask to request a limit to restaurants, request for more retail  
Posto Locale member asked about subsidizing certain parking hours (lunch), a 3 hour break 
  
Bob Russell raised concerns previously about the bike race however when asked if he wanted 
to ask his question at the AGM he declined. He then commented that the $12,000 for the bike 
race damages businesses and not benefits them. He stated that the bike race costs him money 
  
Posto Locale member mentioned that on Sunday if the view from the patio is good, that helps 
but if not there’s no business improvement from this event 
Tony Zacconi suggested to look at a new route. 
This item won’t be voted on tonight however the route change seemed to be preferred  
 
Minutes recorded by Cristina Forieri. 
 
 


